Furniture and objets d’art

Furniture in 18th century painting
The portraits and genre scenes painted in the 18th century tell us a lot about
how furniture and objets d’art were used by their owners. We are familiar
with some of these representations, but have we really taken the time to
look at them?

Small meubles volants

François Boucher (1703-1770), Portrait of Madame de Pompadour, 1756, oil on canvas,
Munich, Alte Pinakothek (inv. HUW 18)

In this portrait by François Boucher, the marquise is sitting next to a small
table chiffonière close to the models of Bernard II Van Risen
Burgh called B.V.R.B. (1700-1760). One can distinguish perfectly the wood
species mixing amaranth and tulipwood. It was probably delivered by
the marchand mercier Lazare Duvaux.
18th century was prolific for special-purpose furniture. Such small
tables called chiffonnières were used to store or place accessories related to
"rags". With a drawer fitted with an inkstand and small compartments for
writing as in this portrait of the marquise, these furniture could become a
writing table. They were also used to consume the fashionable drinks such
as tea, coffee or the recently introduced chocolate. These tables were then
called "lunch tables".

The seats

Jean-François de Troy (1679-1752), Molière’s lecture, circa 1728-1730, oil on canvas,
Private collection

This canvas represents a joyful assembly sitting in comfortable armchairs.
The latter are disparate, as conversation is an art that brings together
different minds, such as the provenance of these seats, some of which were
brought from other rooms of the house. In a society cultivating elegance and
harmony, it would have been unthinkable to design a room where seats have
mismatched covers. Brought together the time of a gathering, they will then
find their respective places.

The 18th century saw the peak of the art of seating. In the search for the
comfort that characterised the period, the typology of shapes and uses
multiplied, without renouncing to the etiquette and the decorum. Two main
types are to be distinguished.
The first one is designed to be moved around the room according to the
needs and the conversation groups formed. This use is illustrated by the
painting by Jean-François de Troy. Dating from the beginning of the
century, the armchairs depicted still borrow from the stiffness of the
previous century. As usage dictated the shape, they became lighter and
more comfortable with backrests that followed the curvature of the back.
On the contrary, the ceremonial chairs are intended to remain against a wall
and not to be moved from it. Their proportions are generally rather wide
and the straight backrest called "for the Queen". The gallery of paintings
depicted on the snuffbox of the Count of Choiseul illustrates such
armchairs.

Louis-Nicolas van Blarenberghe (1716-1794), Snuffbox of the Count of Choiseul, view of the
gallery of paintings, 1771, miniature on snuffbox, Private collection

Accessories in gilt bronzes

François Boucher (1703-1770), The Lunch, 1739, oil on canvas, Paris, Musée du
Louvre (inv. R.F. 926)

Interior scenes by François Boucher such as The Lunch illustrate the way
the objects were presented. This painting depicting a lady consuming
chocolate in the company of her children and her people is an excellent
example of an interior from the Rococo period with the cartel clock hanging
on the wall and the wall light with their fretworked shapes, as is the gilt
wood console in the foreground on the left.

A century seeking elegance in every detail of daily life could only transform
the most utilitarian objects into true works of art. Mantel clock, firedogs to
hold logs or lightings become a pretext for an ornamentation defying the
imagination, all within precious materials where gilt bronze reigned
supreme.

The Galerie Léage selection

A rare Louis XIV Boulle marquetery toilet mirror with chased and gilt bronze, Louis XIV
period,
marquetery Boulle: brass, pewter and tortoiseshell, chased and gilt bronze, Galerie Léage

Amongst the objects in use in the 18th century, the Galerie Léage possesses
a toilet mirror dating from the end of the reign of Louis XIV. The
framework of this mirror is made of Boulle marquetry. It could be hung on
the wall or placed on a table.
A similar mirror is represented in The milliner by François Boucher. These
objects were must-see elements in ladies' bedrooms in the 18th century.
Placed on a table usually covered with lace, they could be very rich, some of
them being true masterpieces of goldsmithery. They were accompanied by
indispensable accessories for the toilet such as blushes or ointment jars,
combs, pins and various objects stored in boxes and caskets. Bathing was
not only an intimate moment, as the lady received her morning visits here
such as her relatives, friends or, like here, her milliner presenting her
ribbons.

François Boucher (1703-1770), The milliner, 1746, oil on canvas,
Stockholm, Nationalmuseum (inv. NM 772)

Furniture and objects similar to those depicted in 18th century paintings
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